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Kylo ren lightsaber sound

Would you like to improve this question? Add details and clarify the problem by editing this post. Closed 4 years ago. It started on Tuesday morning, but there were 100,000, 000, 000, I was using my mower, and then you hit me. Or Home Depot? Excuse me! Is an error occurring is the network connection unstable or the browser is out of date? When the first
teaser trailer arrived for the movie Star Wars: The Force Awakens, fans were introduced to Kaylo Ren, the latest villain in the saga. They immediately started poking fun at the three-axis design of the Ren lightsaber. Although the design has grown on fans, various fun memes have poked at the ren lightsaber. Someone even turned it into a saw. Little
Disney/Lucasfilm fans may know, but the saws were one of the few inspirations the sound team used to bring the character of Kylo Ren into life. Prior to the release of Blu-ray, Tech Insider spoke with Star Wars: The Force Awakens audio editor Matthew Wood to find out what went to create sounds for Kailua Ren's threatened voice and country voice.
Coming in, [director] J.J.[Abrams] trend on it, he just kind of gave us what the character was early on. The character has an incomplete quality, Says Wood. He's not that polished villain who's seen everything. It's early in turning the dark side, so the way you put his lightaber together is not the way it has been put in the jedi light together. Wood says that the
sight of the pillar lights made him feel like something thrown together. The mains themselves had the pipe traveling up to the side of the hillfrom the bottom up. Emitted from the lightsaber crackling less and deeper than other lightsabers before that. A game version of the kylo ren lightaber, from Hasbro, shows off the complex pipe on the character lightsaber.
Hasbro seems to have been put together by an amateur, says Woods. It flops when it turns on, so the sound we wanted to have is the kind of non-finished electrical quality sputery. And also a threat we wanted to look dangerous - like you're running this thing and it can explode in your hand. It's not something polished in any way so when he's holding it
against, right there, scaring rey with it, right near her face, it's really going to be a threatening quality. Kailua Rin and Rey duel during the climatic battle in The Force Awakens. Disney/Lucasfilm the same thing with the sound of his mask and the sound of his voice, something JJ really wants to be intimidating because it's not a mask that saves a character alive
as in the case of Darth Vader, he says. It is just seen as a scare factor. Disney Wood says that Abrams had a few suggestions when it comes to nailing the character of Kaylo Ren. It was funny that qualities and things that JJ. For the voice of Kylo Ren, you could say, 'It needs to sound like a saw. It must look like a flamethrower. I would literally take some of
these things and integrate it into a sound process. Wood said the team also worked closely with Actor Kailua Rain adam driver (girls) to get his changing voice right. From a sound perspective, we got to work really early with Adam's driver. Since he's a way actor... I wanted him to be able to hear what his voice would look like in this mask as he performed it,
Wood explains. The processing i did with his voice, I lived it and you will feed back into the headphones so that he can hear it and really own the character and get up in the microphone and deliver his performance in a way that will be a direct response from our technical manipulation as it happens. Something, for him, as an actor, that really helped him and
helped make his performance be that strange kind of, not just the traditional, evil man voice of the evil thing. It was multilayered. It was weak, it was scary, it was disturbing and I think that's kind of what we wanted to do. When asked if they had actually taken a saw to get the right votes, Woods said, That particular path, yes, I think it was done. We wanted to
have this low frequency. The original lightsabers in the movies are a live bit set and very high frequency adding that low component ... We wanted to mark it for a new generation of Seth ... from the dark side, he says. Going out in the field and recording is always something that is a huge thing that we do in Skywalker Sound. We'd like to go and have a
practical experience with things in the real world and bring those back and bring it back into our sound design process. So, it's more of an organic field of things. 99% of what you hear in the cinema that we put there comes something in the real world and not bewilderment. There's just so brave, a reality for it, that lends itself to 'Star Wars' as well. Everything
seems to have had the quality used for it. It's got quality in the real world and we want audio to complement it too. Star Wars: The Force Awakens is available on Blu-ray and Digital HD. Would you like to improve this question? Add details and clarify the problem by editing this post. Closed 4 years ago. It started on Tuesday morning, but there were 100,000,
000, 000, I was using my mower, and then you hit me. Or Home Depot? Excuse me! Is an error occurring is the network connection unstable or the browser is out of date? When the first teaser trailer arrived for the movie Star Wars: The Force Awakens, fans were introduced to Kaylo Ren, the latest villain in the saga. They immediately started poking fun at
the three-axis design of the Ren lightsaber. Although the design has grown on Fun memes have poked at the lightaber rang. Someone even turned it into a saw. Little Disney/Lucasfilm fans may know, but the saws were one of the few inspirations the sound team used to bring the character of Kylo Ren into life. Prior to the release of Blu-ray, Tech Insider
spoke with Star Wars: The Force Awakens audio editor Matthew Wood to find out what went to create sounds for Kailua Ren's threatened voice and country voice. Coming in, [director] J.J.[Abrams] trend on it, he just kind of gave us what the character was early on. The character has an incomplete quality, Says Wood. He's not that polished villain who's
seen everything. It's early in turning the dark side, so the way you put his lightaber together is not the way it has been put in the jedi light together. Wood says that the sight of the pillar lights made him feel like something thrown together. The mains themselves had the pipe traveling up to the side of the hillfrom the bottom up. Emitted from the lightsaber
crackling less and deeper than other lightsabers before that. A game version of the kylo ren lightaber, from Hasbro, shows off the complex pipe on the character lightsaber. Hasbro seems to have been put together by an amateur, says Woods. It flops when it turns on, so the sound we wanted to have is the kind of non-finished electrical quality sputery. And
also a threat we wanted to look dangerous - like you're running this thing and it can explode in your hand. It's not something polished in any way so when he's holding it against, right there, scaring rey with it, right near her face, it's really going to be a threatening quality. Kailua Rin and Rey duel during the climatic battle in The Force Awakens.
Disney/Lucasfilm the same thing with the sound of his mask and the sound of his voice, something JJ really wants to be intimidating because it's not a mask that saves a character alive as in the case of Darth Vader, he says. It is just seen as a scare factor. Disney Wood says that Abrams had a few suggestions when it comes to nailing the character of Kaylo
Ren. It was funny that the qualities and things that JJ [gave] to me for the voice of Kylo Ren, you could say, 'It must sound like a saw. It must look like a flamethrower. I would literally take some of these things and integrate it into a sound process. Wood said the team also worked closely with Actor Kailua Rain adam driver (girls) to get his changing voice right.
From a sound perspective, we got to work really early with Adam's driver. Since he's a way actor... I wanted him to be able to hear what his voice would look like in that mask as he performed it. Wood. The processing i did with his voice, I lived it and you will feed back into the headphones so that he can hear it and really own the character and get up in the
microphone and deliver his performance in a way that will be a direct response from our technical manipulation as it happens. Something, for him, as an actor, that really helped him and helped make his performance be that strange kind of, not just the traditional, evil man voice of the evil thing. It was multilayered. It was weak, it was scary, it was disturbing
and I think that's kind of what we wanted to do. When asked if they had actually taken a saw to get the right votes, Woods said, That particular path, yes, I think it was done. We wanted to have this low frequency. The original lightsabers in the movies are a live bit set and very high frequency adding that low component ... We wanted to mark it for a new
generation of Seth ... from the dark side, he says. Going out in the field and recording is always something that is a huge thing that we do in Skywalker Sound. We'd like to go and have a practical experience with things in the real world and bring those back and bring it back into our sound design process. So, it's more of an organic field of things. 99% of
what you hear in the cinema that we put there comes something in the real world and not bewilderment. There's just so brave, a reality for it, that lends itself to 'Star Wars' as well. Everything seems to have had the quality used for it. It's got quality in the real world and we want audio to complement it too. Star Wars: The Force Awakens is available on Blu-ray
and Digital HD. Hd.
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